


A sophisticated fashion-forward line of 

flooring products offered at an affordable 

value, Modern Contours is displayed in three 

designer-curated palettes that showcase 

coordinating patterns and textures that 

mimic luxury fabrics, materials and knitting 

techniques—guaranteed to bring a vibrant 

couture look to any room.  

Modern Contours features Phenix’s 

SureSoftSD™ fiber for superior comfort 

underfoot, as well as the lifetime protection 

of Microban® antimicrobial technology. 

Carpets from Phenix are the only carpets that 

offer the protection of Microban® technology.



STYLES

MC104 Chic Stria
MC108 Frill  
MC115 Bespoke
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MC104 Chic Stria



MC108 Frill 



MC115 Bespoke



STYLES

MC106 Lavish
MC109 Opulent
MC118 Warp
MC119 Weft

C H A M P S  É LY S É E S





MC106 Lavish



MC109 Opulent



MC118 Warp



MC119 Weft



STYLES

MC102 Tonal Harmony
MC105 Sartorial
MC110 Lush
MC117 Elegance

B R YA N T  PA R K





MC102 Tonal Harmony



MC105 Sartorial



MC110 Lush



MC117 Elegance



Modern Contours features Microban® 

antimicrobial technology, the smarter way to 

keep your carpet cleaner. The ground-breaking 

Microban® technology is always working to 

keep your carpet free from microbes and their 

stains and odors. Carpets from Phenix are 

the only carpets that offer the protection of 

Microban® technology. 

99%*
Surfaces with built-in Microban® technology remain 99%* 

cleaner from bacteria and odors than untreated surfaces.

24/7
Microban® technology helps protect 24/7 against the 

growth of bacteria, mold, and mildew that can cause 

stains and odors.

Microban® antimicrobial technology is safe to use and 

found in household items, clothing, medical equipment, 

military gear and more.

*In lab studies, surfaces treated with Microban technology are protected 

against 99% of the bacteria and odors found on unprotected surfaces.



Modern Contours also features the 

luxurious feeling and comfort underfoot 

of SureSoftSD™. Made from the softest 

P.E.T. fibers, SureSoftSD™ carpets afford 

you greater flexibility to reflect your 

unique style—make it the foundation 

of your home’s design.



www.phenixflooring.com


